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These To less Photos of Kate Middleton Put Us at Two for

Three on R0 al Nudie Pic Scandals NSFW UPDATED

French magazine Closer just published some photos of Kate Middleton sunbathing topless while "staying at

the French chateau of the Queen‘s nephew, Lord Linley — making it now two royal nudie picture scandals in

three weeks. Click though for some NSFVX’ scans.

RELATED

British Tabloid Will Bravety Publish Prince Harry’s Naked Pics
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lne photographer Who snot them apparently med to sell them m hngland, but no one m me brmsn meala —
\x’hich tend to avoid embarrassing the royals for fear of having their access cut off — would bite. Closer did,

and published the pics today:

On the magazine's websfie, it says the pécmres are of the coupie "Zike you have never seen them

before. Gone are thefixed smifes and the demure dresses. On $205de Kateforgets everything."

(You have to say it in a French accent to really get the full effect.)

RELATED

Prince Harry Naked Photos: What Happens in Vegas Ends

Up on TMZ

According to the BBC, the couple, who learned about the photos While in Malaysia yesterday, is considering

the possibility of bringing a lawsuit against the photographers or the magazine, and the British press is up in

arms — T328 Tefegraph calls the paparazzi "grinning perverts.” A11 in a1], though, isn't this the classy way to

have your privacy invaded? Instead of, you know, being surreptitiously photographed by a fellow nude

biliiards player?

Here are some scans from the magazine. Egotastic has the rem:
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Update: Here's the statement from the Duke and Duchess, via a spokesperson:

"Their Royal Highnesses have been 37129er saddened to {earn that a French publication am? a

photographer have invaded thew prévacy in such a grotesque am? totaily uzzjusnfiabie manner.

The incident i3 reminiscent of the worst excesses of the press emf paparazzi during the fife of

Diana. Princess of U'aies, and {23? the more upsetting to The Duke and Ducfiessfor being 30.

Their Royai Highnesses had every expectation ofprivczcy in the remote house. If is unthinkabie

that anyone shouZd take such photographs, Ker afone pubfz’sh them."

[BBC Egotastic; top left image viaAP]
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